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MATHEMATICS
I<~-COMPACTNESS AND THE ALEXANIHWV DUPLICATE
BY
1. JUHASZ AXD 8. MH,()WKA
(Commuuieated by Prof. J . In~ GROOT at the mc ct.ing o f October 2;"). 1969)
§ 1. The Alexundrov duplicate of an arbitrary space X, denoted by
A(X), is described in [2J and [S], ALEXANDROV has already observed in ll]
that if X is compact, so is A(X); it is easy to see that the same holds true
for compactness in higher cardinalities. In [3] the first author has shown
that if X is realcornpact, i.e. R-compact, then A (X) is also. The purpose
of this paper is to generalize this latter result and give some applications.
We shall follow the notations of [4]. Thus if E (resp. C!) is a space (resp.
class of spaces), 111('n (£(E) (resp. (£(C!)) denotes the class of E-completely
regular (resp. C!-completcly regular) spaces and ffi(E) (resp. ffi(C!)) denotes
the class of E-compact (resp. C!-compaet) spaces.
For X E (£(E) , expEX is the smallest cardinal number ex such that X CtopEa •
Similarly, if X 0 ffi(fIJ), ExpEX stands for the smallest cardinal ex such
that X Cc1E".
Finally, the defect defEX is the smallest cardinal of an E-non-extcndable
class on X, which exists for X E ffi(E) (sec 14J, 2.1. and 2.2.) . It is known ,
that ExpEX ~expEX : defEX ([4J , 5.5.).
§ 2. Theorem 1. For every To Rpace X having more than one point
A(X) is X-completely regular and
expxA(X) <;; max {IX:, w(X)}
(Here w(X) denotes the weight of X).
Furthermore, if X is Hausdorff then A(X) is even X-compact and
defxA(X)<;;I.
Proof. A(X) = X U X' , where X', the set of added isolated points,
is disjoint from X, and if p EX, p' is the corresponding point in X' .
Let m be an open base for X, Iml .;;; w(X ). For every pair (p, U) , where
p E U E mwe take a function !p ,u on A(X) such that
\ y, if y#p', yEA (X),
!p,u(y) = ? YP E X \U, if y=p'.
Furthermore, for every p' E X' we denote by l»: the function for which
yl, if y=p',
Y2, if Y E A(X)\{p'},
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where Yl and Y2 are fixed points of X such that Yl is not contained in
the closure of {Y2}.
Since the points of X' are isolated, these functions !p,u and l»: are
continuous, and it is easy to see that the set of functions
'J = {/p,u: p EO U EO \l1} U UP,: p' EO X'}.
IS an X-separating class for A (X), which implies A(X) E li:(X) and
expxA(X)<:m < max fiX:, w(X)}
(see [4], ;').1).
Now. assume that X is Hausdorff.
Let [: A(X) -?- X be defined as follows: j(p) p, if P E X and j(p')- p,
if p' EO X'. Obviously, j is continuous.
To prove that defxA(X) < 1 we shall show that j is X-non-extendable.
In fact, let eA(X) be a proper Hausdorff extension of A(X); we may
assume that
eA(X) - A(X) U {po} (Po i A(X)).
Let us suppose that j could he extended to a continuous function f*:
tA(X) -?- X.
Now we distinguish two cases (i) and (ii):
(i) P» EO X. We can choose disjoint neighbourhoods U and V of P» and
f*(Po)~ Yo, respectively. Since f* is continuous, we may assume that
j*(U) C V.
But 0# f*(U\{po}) = U\{Po} C eA(X)\ V, which is a contradiction.
(ii) p» i X. Then again we can take disjoint neighbourhoods U and
V of Po and yo, respectively, and we can assume V is such that
p' EO X', p' +y'o and j(p') EO V imply p' EO V. (-1 )
By the continuity of j* there is a neighbourhood W of po for which
we U, r! W) C V.
Now X' n [W\{y'o}]~0, and p' EO X' n [W\{u'o}] implies
j*(p'),~ j(p') EO V,
hence by ( ;-) p' EO V, but this is in contradiction with Un V = 0.
This completes the proof.
Note. If X is a T 1 space the estimation of expxA(X) can be improved,
namely then we have
expxA(X),;;;; max {lXI, No}.
In what follows D(cx) denotes the discrete space of cardinality 'x, whose
points are the ordinals $<ex. If X is a T 1 space 1jJ(p, X) denotes the
pseudo-character of p in X, i.e. the smallest cardinality of such a system
of neighbourhoods of p in X, whose intersection is {p}.
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Definition. Let Cf be a class of spaces and ~(Cf)= min {ex: D(ex) i
i a:t(Cf)} (if every discrete space is Cf-compact, then we write ~(Cf) = (0).
Theorem 2. For any class of Hausdorff spaces Cf if X is G:-compact
and for each point p E X we have
tp(p, X) < ~(Cf),
then IXI < ~(Cf).
The proof of this theorem follows easily from Theorem 1. and the
following lemma, which is a generalization of the main I...emma of [3].
Lemma. Let RET1 and 8CR be discrete. If xES\8 we denote
by epx the smallest cardinality of such a neighbourhood system of x, whose
intersection is disjoint from 8. Then
D(\81) C R;< x {D(epx): x E S\8}.
Proof of the Lemma. For every Y E 8 we can choose a neighbour-
hood Vy such that Vy n 8 = {y}, furthermore for every x E S\8 a system
of neighbourhoods {V;(x):;<epx} such that
n {V;(x):;<epx}CR\8.
For x E S\8 and y E 8 we denote by r!x(Y) the smallest; < epx, for which
Now we define a mapping
I: 8 -+ R x x {D(epx): x E S\8}
as follows: n(f(y))=y and nx(f(y))=r!x(y), where we denote by nand nx,
the projection of the above product onto Rand D(epx), respectively;
we can easily see that
hence 1 is an embedding of the discrete space 8 into the product. We
want to show that 1(8) is a closed subset, too.
Indeed, if z i 1(8), then either n(z) E 8 or, n(z) E S\8, or n(z) E R\S.
In the first case
n-1 ( Vn(z)) n 1(8) = {/(n(z))};
in the second case, if x = n(z) and r! = nx(z),
{n-1(VQ(X)) n nx-1(e)} n 1(8)=0,
as can be seen easily by the definition of I, and finally, in the third case
which show that z cannot be a limit point of 1(8). This concludes the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let X E ~(~) and assume that 'lfJ(x, X)<b(~)
holds for each x E X. According to Theorem 1. A(X) E K(~) holds, too.
Now applying the Lemma for R=A(X), S=X' we have
D(IXI) eel A(X) x x {D('lfJ(x, X)) : x EX},
since evidently cPx = 'lfJ(x, X) in this case. Every factor on the right-hand
side, however, is ~-compact, which implies that D(IXI) also is, hence
IXI < b(~), by the definition of b(~). This completes the proof.
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